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Did You Know...? ‘Forcing Cajuns To Go Cashless’
Forcing Cajuns To Go Cashless
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With the passage of House Bill 195 into law,
the State of Louisiana has banned the use of cash in
all transactions involving secondhand goods. State
representative Ricky Hardy, a co-author of the bill,
claims that the bill targets criminals who traffic in
stolen goods. According to Hardy, “It’s a mechanism to be used so the police department has something to go on and have a lead.” The bill prohibits
cash transactions by “secondhand dealers,” defined
to include garage sales, flea markets, resellers of
specialty items, and even non-profit resellers like
Goodwill. Curiously, it specifically exempts pawnbrokers from the ban. But of course, pawn shops–
and not rented stalls at local church flea markets–are
notorious as places that criminals frequent to convert stolen goods into quick cash. So what gives?
Are the authors of the bill and those who voted for it
ignoramuses–or are they deliberately obscuring the
real purpose of the bill?
The answer is clear once we examine the other provisions of the bill. In fact, the bill goes far
beyond banning cash transactions. As lawyer Thad
Ackel notes, the bill requires:
“ . . . secondhand dealers to turn over a valuable
business asset, namely, their business’ proprietary
client information. For every transaction a secondhand dealer must obtain the seller’s personal information such as their name, address, driver’s license
number and the license plate number of the vehicle
in which the goods were delivered. They must also
make a detailed description of the item(s) purchased
and submit this with the personal identification in-



formation of every transaction to the local policing
authorities through electronic daily reports. If a seller cannot or refuses to produce to the secondhand
dealer any of the required forms of identification, the
secondhand dealer is prohibited from completing the
transaction.”
So the aim of the bill is not to aid law enforcement in apprehending criminals, none of whom
would be ever stupid enough to turn over such information. The real intent is to feed government’s
insatiable hunger for tax revenues by completely
stripping law-abiding citizens of financial privacy in
secondhand transactions, every detail of which is fed
directly into police files.
This troubling development in Louisiana parallels the intensification of the war on cash by the
Federal government. Last month it was reported
that the U.S. Justice Department ordered bank employees to snitch to the cops on customers who withdrew $5,000 or more. In a speech, assistant attorney
general Leslie Caldwell exhorted banks to “alert law
enforcement authorities about the problem” so that
police can “seize the funds” or at least “initiate an
investigation”.
A couple of careful readers wrote to inform me
that the Louisiana law banning secondhand dealers
from engaging in cash transactions, which I implied
in my post yesterday was passed recently, was actually passed in July, 2011. The article that served as
the basis for my post did not give the date the law
was enacted.
Interestingly, James Corbett of The Corbett Report commented today on the sudden reappearance
of this story recently on the web:
“If this story seems familiar to you, then congratulations; you were probably paying attention
when the bill was actually passed back in 2011.
That’s right, in another example of that strange inter-
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net phenomenon by which a very old “news” story
gets picked up as new news by one website and then
copy-pasted around the internet, it looks like Louisiana’s anti-cash secondhand goods law just got recycled (appropriately enough) as a secondhand news
story.
“And why not? The story itself may be old, but
it is part of an unfolding agenda to create a cashless
society, an agenda that continues to this very day.”
Corbett goes on to give a very good summary
and critique of some of the more ominous developments in the ongoing campaign by governments the
world over to criminalize cash and the prevarications they tell to sell this campaign to the public.
<end>
We also read in the MarketDailyNews.com the
April 21, 2015 article entitled, ‘The War On Cash:
JPMorgan Chase To Prohibit The Storage Of Cash
In Safety Deposit Boxes’.
Professor Solero is quoted there as saying, “As
of March, Chase began restricting the use of cash in
selected markets, including Greater Cleveland. The
new policy restricts borrowers from using cash to
make payments on credit cards, mortgages, equity
lines, and auto loans. Chase even goes as far as to
prohibit the storage of cash in its safe deposit boxes . In a letter to its customers dated April 1, 2015
pertaining to its ‘Updated Safe Deposit Box Lease
Agreement’, one of the highlighted items reads:
‘You agree not to store any cash or coins other than
those found to have a collectible value.’”
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